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A space-time filling coherent oscillating axion
field will cause any magnetic source or field to 
become an electric source or field  through the 
anomalous coupling of the axion to
electromagnetic fields.electromagnetic fields.

The electron will develop an oscillating electric 
dipole moment of strength                    
where  



Axions:

The axion is a pNGB associated with the spontaneous 
breaking of Peccei-Quinn symmetry. 

Typically the PQ symmetry breaks at a high scale

At the QCD scale, instantons activate the U(1) axial At the QCD scale, instantons activate the U(1) axial 
current  anomaly.   

The axion acquires a potential and  forms a VEV which 
cancels the QCD CP-violating phase

.   
Small oscillations about this minimum are
associated with the axion mass and can constitute dark 
matter. 



Axions

The axion kinetic terms and potential take the form:

The axion mass is controlled by instanton effects that
lead to mixing with the pseudoscalar nonet of mesons.
The axion mass is then given by:The axion mass is then given by:

The prefactor, c, is                   where  
and vanishes as

QCD:     



Axions

The axion is actually an “angular variable” in the effective
action on scales much less than

It is useful to write axion expressions in terms of the angle
variable

The axion kinetic term can be written:The axion kinetic term can be written:



Axions

Assume a cosmic axion field:

The axion energy density is:

Equate this to the galactic halo dark matter density:Equate this to the galactic halo dark matter density:

Hence:



Axionic Electrodynamics

The axion couples to the electromagnetic field via the U(1)
axial current anomaly:

Where:                              and          = anomaly coefficient.

See  the  PDG article.  



Axionic Electrodynamics

The action for axion electrodynamics

Note that                        is a total divergence in the limit

that

The axion anomaly can we written in two ways:

Gauge inv. but not chiral.        Chiral inv. but not gauge inv.



Axionic Electrodynamics

Example: RF Cavity Detector

Conducting cylindrical walls

Longitudinal constant applied

magnetic field,  B0



Axionic Electrodynamics

To detect an electromagnetic signature of the 
cosmic axion
we need a large applied background magnetic field,  

Maxwell’s equations for “response fields”        and       :

Example: RF Cavity Detector

-<- anomaly 

.



Axionic Electrodynamics

Example: RF Cavity Detector

The “particular solution”: 

The homogenous solution (lowest electric mode):                                   



Axionic Electrodynamics

Example: RF Cavity Detector

The “particular solution”: 

The homogenous solution (lowest electric mode):                                   

The resulting net solution:

Boundary conditions:  



Axionic Electrodynamics

Example: RF Cavity Detector

The  resonant cavity solution:

Note resonance at:  Note resonance at:  

Damping will arise from cavity wall resistance, etc.,
modifies the peak solution to:



Axionic Electrodynamics

Example: RF Cavity Detector



Axionic Electrodynamics

Example: RF Cavity Detector

An aside:



Yes !!!



A Puzzle

Our solution involves

Suppose we take the limit

Then  

Does this imply                                                  ???

This is inconsistent with the anomaly written

In the non g.i. form:

???      



Resolution

Consider and infinite Universe with background 

axion and magnetic field  (an infinite cavity):



Resolution

Consider and infinite Universe with background 

axion and magnetic field  (an infinite cavity):

Particular solution:



This “particular solution” 

has the property that it vanishes as: 



This “particular solution” 

has the property that it vanishes as: 

Nonetheless, our infinite universe has acquired an 

oscillating electric field that is parallel to the fixed 

magnetic field  and oscillated with the axion field.









Theorem:  

The cosmic oscillating axion field will cause any 

magnetic dipole moment  to  become an oscillating 

electric dipole momentelectric dipole moment



Related:  Magnetic monopoles acquire electric charge 
in presence of a nonzero  θ angle,  “Witten Effect.”



Related:  Magnetic monopoles acquire electric charge 
in presence of a nonzero  θ angle,  “Witten Effect.”

A magnetic monopole–antimonopole pair will have a 
magnetic dipole; this becomes an electric dipole moment
For nonzero θ angle.  Oscillating axion field implies a 
nonzero  oscillating  θ angle.
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1/(Λ)2 = (α sin(γ) / 4π sin2 θ) (1/M )2

e.g., EDM’s are a powerful probe:
e me

de = 
Λ2

Mselectron >  10  TeV ( sin(γ))1/2

1/(Λ)2 = (α sin(γ) / 4π sin2 θ) (1/Mselectron)2

Future limit:    de <  10
-29  e-cm  -- 10-32 e-cm ?  

Current limit:    de <  10
-28  e-cm 

Similar constraints from flavor physics



A simple Feynman Diagram demonstration of induced
electric dipole moment for the elctron:



Feynman Diagram



Feynman Diagram



Feynman Diagram



Feynman Diagram

The result is:



Axionic Electrodynamic Radiation

Consider a compact local magnetic field configuration 

for a magnetic dipole in the presence of the cosmic axion

Equivalently:



Axionic Electrodynamics

Radiation
Messy:



Axionic Electrodynamic Radiation

Resulting radiation fields:



Axionic Electrodynamic Radiation

Resulting radiation fields:

“Hertzian” Electric Dipole:



Axionic Electrodynamic Radiation

Resulting radiation fields:



Axionic Electrodynamic Radiation

Resulting radiation fields:



Axionic Electrodynamic Radiation





Pauli-Schroedinger Calculation



Pauli-Schroedinger Calculation

Pauli-Schroedinger Action

-> magnetic moment

Compute Feynman diagram:



Pauli-Schroedinger Calculation

Pauli-Schroedinger:

-> 0-> 0



Axionic Induced  Oscillating EDM



“Georgi” Calculation

Adapt Heavy Quark Effective FT to the Electron:



“Georgi” Calculation

Compute time ordered product:

Use:

Lots of algebra   ……..



“Georgi” Calculation

Result:

Yields more conventional form of the EDM.

Agrees with Pauli in rest frame, static electron.



Electromagnetic Duality





DT









The resulting EDM has been criticized for being 
proportional to                                and 
nonvanishing as  ma -> 0. 

The same issue arises in the case of the anomaly.

Conclusions

The same issue arises in the case of the anomaly.
The result is intrinsically oscillatory (the nonlocal
makes the source for the vector potential 
transverse, ie, not Coulombic) .  The above 
Feynman amplitudes can be written as :

chiral non g.i.              Gauge inv, non-chiral



A space-time filling coherent oscillating axion
field will cause any magnetic source or field to 
become an electric source or field  through the 
anomalous coupling of the axion to
electromagnetic fields.

Conclusions

The electron will develop an oscillating electric 
dipole moment of strength                    
where  

Within a few orders of magnitude of current 
elctron EDM limit (ACME).  This may be 
measureable in experiment. The electron OEDM 
is about 103x neutron OEDM


